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Outline
• Introduction - Peter Fisher - 10’
• Physics with the veto system - Steve Biller

- 15’
• Background calculations

– MARS - Jon Link -15’/Noel Stanton - 5’
– GEANT4/FLUKA - Steve Sekula - 20’

• Configuration options and their cost -
Steve Dytman - 20’, Discussion - 20’

• Next steps, information needed - Peter
Fisher - 15’



Goal
• Design a veto system which for 450

MWE (but can survive at 300 MWE)
for a movable detector experiment
– Identify muons which may cause backgrounds in the

fiducial region. The system must also identify charged
particles created by the passage of an energetic neutron

– Reducing, either by absorption or identification the
backgrounds from neutrons in the fiducial region.

– Use the tracking of muons to measure backgrounds in
the fiducial region

The veto system must have well
understood cost and performance.



Goals - short term
Design, evaluate and cost two baseline designs (one
using passive and one using active shielding) which
shows the veto problem can be solved for the budget
proposed in the Project Description.

In addition, begin work on optimized designs to begin
understand technology trade-offs, cost saving
opportunities and physics opportunities.

Third, develop the software and intellectual tools for
evaluating the performance and uncertainties for our
designs.



Veto Working Group
•Weekly phone meeting since
December, Wednesdays at 1-2 pm
CST. Typically 8-10 people phone in.

•Electronic log:
http://cyclo.mit.edu:8080



Active shield

Passive shield

Baseline designs for
performance studies



Veto detectors acts
to identify muon
induced neutrons
produced close
enough to the vessel
to penetrate
shielding

Shield acts to
prevent neutrons
produced further
away from reaching
the vessel.
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So far, our calculation does not
include the effects of the ~5 cm
steel vessel or 90 cm buffer
region.





Characteristic numbers*

11Max. n background inn
fiducial region (n/day)

4,050Neutrons at vessel with
no shield (n/day)

90<Eµ> (GeV)

360167Neutron production in
rock
(n/ton-day)

0.600.19Muon rate
(1/m2-s)

300 MWE450 MWE

*The muon rates come from an old interpolation routine of the Pilcher-Hurwitz spectrum which needs
to be updated.  They are about 20% too high.



Simulation - next steps

1. Finish GEANT4 study of active water shield (next few
days)

2. Mineral oil shield - 1 week

3. Further cross checks with existing work, especially the
energy spectrum of neutrons at production.

4. Use of hit information to measure backgrounds
(underway)

5. 12B production for calibration



System design - next steps, need to know

•Continue to gather information on detector technologies
and system costs.

•Some R&D - RPCs (Jon), proportional tubes (Hans), light
detectors (Dick, Gabriella)

•Need to know:
•Excavation costs

•Neck access requirements

•Source access to buffer region

•Support design for vessel

•Vessel thickness, composition

•Geology



Strategy for review (now until September)

It is critical that we show we understand the background
rates and that we can measure them.  Therefore, we
should concentrate on studying the baseline designs
rather than carrying out new simulation studies on
optimized designs.

We should continue to study the optimized designs for
cost estimates and overall design.  We should not feel
compelled to chose one before we are ready to do so.

The baseline and optimized designs are close enough for
us to argue the simulation results are applicable to the
optimized designs.



For May 20: 10 page writeup summarizing this work

•Requirements, goals

•Physics opportunities

•Background calculations for baseline designs

•Possible options, Steve D’s cost table

For May 31, three slides:

•Requirements, goal, physics opportunities

•Baseline designs with cost estimates (derived from table)

•Table summarizing rates and background calculations



For July meeting, studies to complete:

•Analysis using tracking for background estimate

•Effect of vessel+buffer on rate in fiducial volume

•Complete cross checks

For July meeting, design goals:

•Better cost estimates (including impact on excavation,
neck access)

•R&D plan for various options


